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Introduction 

Dietary trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) is found predominantly in saltwater fish. Stanley Hazen and 
colleagues have published several studies that have linked TMAO with the development of cardiovascular 
disease and implicated gut bacteria in the production of TMAO in humans. Lecithin, a common dietary 
compound is converted by bacteria in the gut into trimethylamine (TMA) which is then converted to TMAO 
by proteins in the liver. Dietary L-carnitine is another source of TMAO. Both dietary compounds are found in 
red meat and eggs and are relatively common in New Zealand. 

The Acute Coronary Syndrome study consists of a group of patients recruited by the Christchurch 
Cardioendocrine group, Christchurch Hospital. In these are patients, obstruction of blood vessels in the 
heart has resulting in hospitalization for chest pain, defined as Acute Coronary Syndrome. In light of these 
recent publications, the blood samples from the ACS study which have been stored at -20°C and -80°C  
provide an opportunity to test whether the association between TMAO and heart disease holds true in a 
New Zealand.  

High levels of TMAO in the blood have also been detected in patients with serious kidney disease. Serious 
kidney disease is known to negatively impact the health of blood vessels. As the ACS study contains 
information on the health of the kidneys in these patients, associations between TMAO and kidney disease 
could also be detected. 
 
Methods 
Liquid chromatography with mass spectrometry was used to measure the TMAO in the blood samples. This 
process involves separating compounds in the blood based on their interaction with a column. Once 
separated, TMAO is measured in the mass spectrometer. The data was divided into 5 groups depending on 
the level of TMAO. Each group was then compared for time to events i.e. death, heart attack or hospital 
admission for heart failure. Various statistical analyses were used to detect the differences between the 
groups;  

• Graphical plots were used to show the fraction of patients that had experienced one of the 
outcomes over time 

• Each group was checked to see if there was any difference in the median time it took for patients to 
reach an outcome 

• Levels of certain compounds in the blood increase in the presence of kidney failure or injury to the 
heart. The median levels of these compounds were also compared across the groups to see if 
those with higher levels of TMAO also showed higher levels of kidney failure or heart injury 

• The data was checked to see if there was a correlation between TMAO levels and the markers of 
kidney failure and heart injury. 

 
Results 
Just over 500 samples were found and analyzed. Ultimately, 474 patients had full clinical information and 
TMAO values. The results are summarized below 

• The plots showed that the group of patients with the highest TMAO levels had an increased risk of 
death compared to the other groups.  
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• The plots for the other events (myocardial infarction and heart failure) also showed an increased 
risk of these outcomes in patients who were in the group with the highest TMAO levels.  

• In general, there was less time between the initial hospitalization and a secondary event in those 
with higher levels of TMAO in other words; the groups with higher TMAO levels had lower median 
time to outcome.  

• Groups with higher levels of TMAO had lower median levels of kidney function quantified by the 
estimated glomerular filtration rate 

• TMAO shows a weak correlation with markers of heart disease and impaired kidney function.  
 
Conclusion 
The results show that there is an association between high levels of TMAO in the plasma and increased risk 
of death and heart disease. Groups with higher levels of TMAO had shorter median times to all outcomes, 
further supporting this. In addition, there was an association between TMAO and markers of kidney disease. 
This brings into question the role of kidney disease in the mechanism by which TMAO promotes heart 
disease. It is possible that TMAO is also a marker of kidney disease or that TMAO causes kidney disease 
which in turn leads to the development of heart disease. Another area that could be explored is the role of 
diet in the development of heart or kidney disease due to the presence of these compounds in common 
foods.  


